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0..The Basic Mode (This is the first of a 3 part series
on Acid. ) The most basic version of Acid is the so
called basic mode. This mode is used for simple
frequency-based editing (e.g. adding more percussive
sounds, overdubbing, more or less vocallike sounds on
top of each other) and is roughly equivalent to many
drum machines. In basic mode you’ll find a spectrum
analyser as well as an edit pad. Hold down the cross
on the edit pad to switch to shift mode In basic mode
you can create sounds, edit sounds and add effects
with the keyboard. All the sounds you create can be
arranged in a track by clicking on the track edit icon.
Once you’ve created a track, you can move the sounds
around the track with the track bar, creating a sound-
pool in the middle. Keyboard controls: The F key
toggles between filters and effects The C key toggles
the cross-fader The 1 to 9 buttons give you access to
the filters in the filters menu Holding down the
modifier keys, such as Shift, allow you to change the
sound in a number of different ways. Examples include
changing the pitch, altering the speed and even invert
the sound. The Shift key is used to mute the track.
Holding down Shift + Ctrl will also invert the sound.
The Ctrl key opens the FX menu, where you can set
the effect for each track. The arrow keys are used to



scroll through the presets. Creating a sound Press and
hold the 1 key to enable the note editor. Use the
keyboard to create a new sound. When you’ve created
a sound, drag it to the track. Editing the track Hold
down the SHIFT key to activate an edit icon in the
track Drag
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